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WINTER 2024
Hello to my Pike County neighbors and surrounding 
friends!
 
I’ve been back in the area for a whole year already. As 
many of you know, I took on enough work by April to 
invest in myself here and make some things official.
I’m now registered with the Commonwealth of PA as 
a general contractor. For work that requires multiple 
days or purchased parts, you’ll have estimates and 
sign-offs. As a registered handyman, my work is also 
insured. 
 
BonCal tech work is now rolled into our updated 
sheet, which shows per hour costs for white- and 
blue- collar services. Legacy hosting customers (pre-
2020 ONLY): hosting & tech associated with hosting 
ONLY are now locked in place until 2025.

There’s plenty for all of us to do today, and I want to 
help you DO IT! I have three types of service: tech 
repair and consulting, and handyman labor.  
Read on for my background in each...

TECHNICAL CONSULTING:  
I’ve serviced PCs and their components in general 
since 2000. I can help you use your desktop PC, lap-
top, or android phone more effectively. I do work with 
Apple devices, but they’re not my native brand. While 
I do have happy Apple customers, I want to be fully 
transparent here!
 
I’ve helped people solve other more advanced prob-
lems for home offices and small businesses like:
• finding archiving and digitization solutions
• building new custom desktop computers to speci-

fication from purchased components 
• consulting and pricing for equipment replacement
• data migration for home office & small businesses

Maybe you need a grip over your phone, or your 
social media. Or what all those monthly services are, 
and which ones you REALLY need. 
Maybe you’re curious about the cutting edge stuff, 
like how AI can help you or your small business, in 
educating you or helping you organize.

HANDYMAN:
When I left Louisville, I left behind 30 hours a 
week serving as an Air Ramp Agent for FedEx. 
I was certified in operations like weight and 
balance engineering, load balancing, and aircraft 
door/fuselage inspection. I was certified in use & 
operational maintenance of everything we needed to 
load two types of aircraft. 
Prior to that, I worked line and automation 
supervision at the UPS Worldport (Louisville) and 
UPS Philadelphia hubs. We’re far from an Airhub here 
in Dingman Township, but I found out quickly when 
I moved back to Pike County: it’s hard to find good 
work fast! I had to load many, many pods and moving 
truck loads as a new dad. 
I decided to fill my former applied labor hours where 
I knew reliable help was needed: right here! 

Minor repairs, yardwork, household appliance 
setup and basic instruction, furniture assembly, help 
moving, hanging wall mounts or pictures. I won’t take 
on what I can’t handle.

 - JOE CALLAN -
00doit LLC - 102 E. Mulberry Drive - Milford, PA 18337 

202.642.4225 - j@joecallan.com



TECHNICAL CONSULTING
ONE-TIME CALLS
$75 FOR AN INITIAL HOUR

$60 FOR EVERY HOUR THEREAFTER

• PC REPAIR (Hardware replacement or cleanup)
• ANDROID HELP*
• WINDOWS DEVICE CLEANUP
• UPDATES, DATA MIGRATION
*(sorry: no physical phone/tablet repairs.)

ONGOING TECH ADVOCACY 
HOME/OFFICE TECH CONSULTING

When the internet-of-things made everything smart, 
things were supposed to get easier, right? Don’t feel 
bad if they haven’t. Things are moving fast, and it’s not 
easy to know what you need.

I’ve had customers that don’t know who they’re 
paying or why they’re paying them for tech services 
they’ve never used. Monthly bills for a box in an attic 
or basement with a blinking light--not proprerly 
connected to any device in the house--yet with a bill 
being paid every month.
When’s the last time you’ve done an app audit? 
When you buy a new phone, a new tablet, or a new 
computer--do you feel overwhelming dread?
Some people have a knack. Some people have a 
nephew. For everyone else, I can offer whatever help 
you need.

$40-100 AN HOUR*
dependent on on-site time requirements, distance, 
project type, and number of hours. Rates are nego-
tiable, this sales card wishes to leave no surprise to 
the consumer. 
*(except Comm. AI training / prompt engineering)

AI COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION
WEB SELF-EDUCATION THROUGH AI
Turbocharge your production and education through 
careful application of AI and AI tools.  

$0 FOR CONSULTATIONS

$90 AN HOUR (personal)

$150 AN HOUR (commercial)

HANDYMAN
ONE-TIME CALLS
$75 FOR AN INITIAL HOUR

$30 FOR EVERY HOUR THEREAFTER

A single hour will typically cover hanging a television, 
straightforward furniture assembly, appliance setup 
and instruction. I will give you a verbal estimate for 
any one-time or day work.

$20+ STANDING “SHOVEL&SALT” (boro and 
nearby me)
A winter special. $20 is for a simple walk and one-
car slip, prices assessed by job. You give me a time 
to have it cleared by, and I’ll let you know if I can 
have your back (I’ve not found a way to bilocate yet). 
Once you’re in, you’re in--watch the sky and let me 
know when you want me. I’m on the hill! Sometimes 
we get flurries the boro folks don’t, so you have to 
communicate with me. If you’re locked in, I’m on call 
for our agreed upon time!

PROJECT AND ONGOING WORK
Anything more in-depth (longer projects and ongoing 
contracts) will have written estimates good for 60 days 
to the agreed start of work. 
For estimated projects requiring materials, a material 
list will be provided, and a down payment up to 
the Commonwealth limit may be applied at the 
contractor’s discretion. All receipts for materials will 
be provided. Unused materials will be given to the 
client or discarded as requested, but the client will not 
be refunded for unused materials authorized in the 
purchase list.
 
PLANNING

$0 FOR ON-SITE ESTIMATES IN 
CONTEMPLATION OF PROJECTS AND 
ONGOING WORK

TYPICAL FINAL HOURLY RATE FOR ONGOING 
PROJECTS

$37.50-$50/hr  
dependent on vehicle/equipment usage, project 
type, and number of hours. Rates are negotiable, 
this sales card wishes to leave no surprise to the 
consumer.


